SOLUTIONS GUIDE FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES WORKSPACES

As the world of financial services increasingly goes virtual, Poly’s blue-chip audio and video solutions offer premium hybrid conferencing technologies that elevate your professional image from anywhere in the world. Known for legendary audio and video, Poly devices provide rich, human-like experiences that block noise distractions, eliminate shadowy lighting, and keep the focus on you and your messaging. Built for plug-and-play installation and risk-free IT management, Poly solutions integrate with your legacy systems and major UC platform apps, including Zoom and Microsoft Teams. Let Poly conferencing technologies put you in the room, no matter where you are in the world.
YOUR TYPICAL PRIVATE OFFICE ENVIRONMENT:
- Dedicated workspace and professional setup.
- Ability to close door for personal one-to-one meetings.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:
- Freedom to move around during meetings.
- Hear and see all participants clearly.
- Hands-free productivity.

POLY STUDIO P15
Personal Video Bar
Elevate the client meeting experience with an all-in-one video bar that keeps you centered on camera, provides 4k resolution and blocks distracting noises. Simple USB plug and play connectivity.
- 4K resolution for sharp, crisp images.
- NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence.
- Securely fits atop display.

CCX 600
Touchscreen Desk Phone
Never miss a word or inflection with a Poly CCX business media phone. Featuring legendary audio and touch screen convenience, it’s designed for the way you work — at your productive best.
- Headset or handset—your choice.
- 7" multi-touch LCD display.
- Eliminate distracting background noise with exclusive Poly Acoustic Fence technology.

POLY STUDIO R30
USB Video Bar
Ideal for your small conference space. A full 120-degree field of view means everyone is seen in the frame, and 4K video allows for digital zoom without losing a pixel of clarity.
- Sharp 4K camera with 120-degree field of view.
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology.
- NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies.
WHEN TOP-LEVEL EXPERIENCES ARE ESSENTIAL, LOOK AND SOUND YOUR BEST.

YOUR TYPICAL EXECUTIVE PRIVATE OFFICE ENVIRONMENT:
- Dedicated workspace and professional setup.
- Ability to close door to block out sound and distractions.
- Ability to conduct in-office and virtual meetings in the same space.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:
- Freedom to move around during meetings.
- Hear and see all participants clearly.
- Hands-free productivity.

POLY STUDIO P21
Personal Meeting Display
Everything you need for a premium meeting experience with a single USB connection. Clients see and hear you using a brilliant 21-inch display with built-in lighting, HD camera, microphone and hi-fidelity speakers.
- 1080p resolution with 4x digital zoom
- Integrated stereo speakers and microphone.
- Doubles as a display for your PC or Mac.

CCX 700
Media Desk Phone
Never miss a word or inflection with a Poly CCX business media phone. Featuring legendary audio and touch screen convenience, it's designed for the way you work — at your productive best.
- Integrated video camera.
- 7” multi-touch LCD display.
- Eliminate distracting background noise with exclusive Poly Acoustic Fence technology.

POLY STUDIO R30
USB Video Bar
Ideal for your small conference space. A full 120-degree field of view means everyone is seen in the frame, and 4K video allows for digital zoom without losing a pixel of clarity.
- Sharp 4K camera with 120-degree field of view.
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology.
- NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies.
YOUR TYPICAL SHARED PERSONAL SPACE ENVIRONMENT:

- Standard cubicle or desk space shared by different workers each day.
- Typically outfitted with a monitor, phone and PC peripherals (e.g., mouse, keyboard).

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:

- Area needs to be cleaned daily and allow for quick connection to corporate network and services.
- Should be easily configurable and personalized within minutes.
- Must provide employees access to quickly collaborate and/or focus.

POLY STUDIO P5
Professional Webcam
Ensure that every employee projects a bright and professional appearance. Easy to use webcam with exceptional camera optics and automatic low-light compensation for an experience that instills trust.

- Exceptional camera optics.
- Automatic low-light compensation.
- USB connection to wireless headset adapter.

SAVI 7300 OFFICE SERIES
Wireless Headset
The ultra-secure wireless headset built for anywhere sensitive conversations happen. Ideal for shared spaces where employees need clear interference free audio and noise-block technology.

- Designed to meet the DECT™ Security Step C — the highest security level from DECT™ Forum.
- Noise-canceling microphone with Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- Meets Microsoft Teams Open Office specification.

CCX 400
Touchscreen Desk Phone
For shared spaces that require dedicated hardware for making and receiving calls, featuring a 5-inch color touch screen, acoustic echo cancellation and background noise suppression.

- Command the conversation with touchscreen simplicity.
- Hear every nuance with award-winning Poly audio technology.
- One USB port (Type A) to connect a headset.
YOUR TYPICAL ON-THE-GO ENVIRONMENT:
- May touchdown and work from any location (hot desk, outside spaces, coffee shop).
- Frequent participation in calls while in transit (cars, planes, trains, taxis).
- May host conference calls with multiple people in the various locations.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:
- Compact devices that are easy to carry and use.
- Long battery life.
- Ability to hear and be heard clearly in noisy environments.
- Seamless technology integration with laptop and mobile phone.

POLY STUDIO P5
Professional Webcam
The rugged and portable webcam that you can take anywhere. A simple USB connection provides you exceptional camera optics and automatic low-light compensation for your travel meetings.
- Exceptional camera optics.
- Automatic low-light compensation.
- Integrated privacy shutter.

VOYAGER 5200 UC
Bluetooth® Earpiece
The noise-cancelling headset with six layers of protection against wind static that is designed to provide clear audio at a coffee shop, airport lounge or other public spaces.
- Connects directly to your mobile phone and/or PC/Mac (via USB adapter).
- WindSmart technology gives users the best experience for outdoor use.
- Pocket-sized headset is perfect for on the go.

POLY SYNC 20
Smart Speakerphone
For travel meetings where you prefer a slim high-performance speakerphone and enhanced audio, such as a hotel workspace or other private setting.
- Portable speakerphone and high-performance music speaker, all in one.
- Slim and portable, comes with a carrying case.
- Works with computers via USB, and with smartphones via Bluetooth®.
YOUR TYPICAL FOCUS ROOM ENVIRONMENT:

• Very small space designed for one person to meet or work privately.
• Multiple users coming in and out of the space all day.
• A spot for private calls or attending virtual meetings.
• Sound from outside the space may impact communications.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:

• High-performance video and audio for meetings.
• Connections that make meetings and conversations feel natural.
• Easy-to-use solutions that don’t require a lot of time or setup.
• Collaboration tools that automatically tune out distractions.

POLY STUDIO P15
Focus Room Video Bar
Everything you need to elevate virtual meetings for 1-2 person spaces. Automatic camera framing, noise block technology and exceptional optics to collaborate effectively with remote colleagues.

• 4K resolution for sharp, crisp images.
• Powerful integrated speaker with NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies.
• Securely fits atop display.

POLY SYNC 20
Smart Speakerphone
Let's face it: the audio on your laptop and smartphone aren't great. Sound like the professional you are with remarkable conferencing anywhere. Take it wherever you go — its battery lasts for hours.

• Portable speakerphone and high-performance music speaker, all in one.
• Slim and portable, comes with a carrying case.
• Works with computers via USB, and with smartphones via Bluetooth®.
YOUR TYPICAL HUDDLE ROOM ENVIRONMENT:
- Multiple users coming in and out of the space all day.
- A spot for private calls or attending virtual meetings.
- Face to face meetings with 3-5 colleagues.
- Participants may be mobile within the space such as if they wanted to use a whiteboard.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:
- High-performance video and audio for meetings and presentations.
- Easy-to-use solutions that don’t require a lot of time or setup.
- Collaboration tools that automatically tune out distractions.
- One-touch content sharing capabilities.

POLY STUDIO R30
USB Video Bar
Enjoy rich audio that filters out background noise so each participant is heard clearly. Even in small rooms, the Poly Studio R30 is an easy-to-use USB video bar that gives everyone a boardroom experience.
- Sharp 4K camera with 120-degree field of view.
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology.
- NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies.

POLY STUDIO X30 WITH TC8
Small Meeting Video Bar
Experience a boardroom-quality performance for your 3-5 person meeting spaces. No PC or Mac required. One-touch dial on an intuitive touch interface lets you join and command meetings with ease.
- Directional microphone array delivers highest quality audio.
- Speaker tracking and advanced video features deliver the best experience for remote participants.
- Wireless sharing lets staff share and present content without messy cables.
YOUR TYPICAL CONFERENCE ROOM ENVIRONMENT:
• Meeting with a mix of people in and out of the room.
• Safe, face to face meeting with multiple colleagues.
• Attendees in the room may be sitting far apart.
• Participants may be mobile within the space.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:
• Getting the meeting up and running quickly is a must.
• To hear and be heard, see and be seen.
• Easily share screens, content and multimedia.
• Keep outside distractions at a minimum to help everyone focus.

POLY STUDIO X50 WITH TC8
Medium Meeting Video Bar
Experience boardroom-quality in meeting spaces designed for 6-10 people. Make pitches come alive with intelligent camera framing and noise-block technology – all while providing immersive sound from stereo speakers.
• Run your favorite video app directly, or use Poly Video mode to one-touch dial across meeting platforms.
• Speaker tracking and advanced video features deliver the best experience for remote participants.
• Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI eliminates the distractions.

POLY STUDIO E70
Large Meeting Video Bar
Designed to raise the bar for 11-15 person meetings. Dual 4K lenses to bring even those in the back into focus. Automatic speaker tracking and group framing ensures natural conversation flow in a virtual setting.
• Life-like video with dual cameras each with their own 4K sensor.
• Pinpoint-accurate speaker tracking and professional-quality group framing from Poly DirectorAI.
• Added security with motorized, integrated electronic privacy shutter.

G7500 WITH POLY STUDIO E70
Video Conferencing System
If you want more control over how and where to equip the room, the Poly G7500 is ready. This modular system for video conferencing makes it easy to configure the system to your specs, while giving people the rich collaboration experiences they need.
• 4K Ultra HD video and content resolution.
• Poly NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technology keep out audio distractions.
• Simplified setup with USB camera support and Ethernet cabling for microphone.
WE WIN WHEN EVERY VOICE IN THE ROOM IS HEARD, AND TEAMS ARE EMPOWERED TO WORK AS ONE.

YOUR TYPICAL BOARDROOM ENVIRONMENT:
• Mid-to-large meetings with a mix of in-person and remote attendees.
• Inclusive, face to face meetings with multiple colleagues.
• With hybrid working, there may be more people attending remotely than in the room.
• In-room attendees may be sitting far apart.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:
• Collaboration is key, so easy access to favorite platforms is a must.
• Being able to share content must be easy, quick and seamless.
• Hear and be heard, see and be seen.
• Keep outside distractions at a minimum to help everyone focus.

G7500 WITH POLY STUDIO E70
Video Conferencing System

If you want more control over how and where to equip the room, the Poly G7500 is ready. This modular system for video conferencing makes it easy to configure the system to your specs, while giving people the rich collaboration experiences they need.

• 4K Ultra HD video and content resolution.
• Select from flexible cameras and microphone options to match the room requirements.
• Poly NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technology keep out audio distractions.
• Simplified setup with USB camera support and Ethernet cabling for microphone.

POLY TRIO C60 WITH EXPANSION MICS
Smart Conference Phone

Bring people together. Launch big ideas. And make sure everyone at the table can be heard, near or far with Poly signature audio. NoiseBlockAI technology means speech flows naturally, without interruptions. Expansion microphones deliver brilliant audio for even large conference rooms. It’s built for simplicity — for audio conferences or when paired with a Poly video room solution.

• Enhance collaboration with Poly signature audio for natural conversations.
• Increase user adoption as the technology in every room is familiar and consistent.
• Start a meeting in seconds with one-touch-join.
EXECUTIVE CONTACT A PRODUCT EXPERT

ELEVATE THE FRONT LINE BETWEEN YOUR BRAND AND CUSTOMERS, LOOK AND SOUND YOUR BEST.

YOUR TYPICAL CONTACT CENTER ENVIRONMENT:
- On calls 90% of the time.
- Shift work may be day or night.
- Typically, a densely populated area of the office so can be noisy.
- Workstation may or may not be in a dedicated space.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:
- Comfortable headset for all-day use.
- Excellent microphone pick up to ensure clarity with live customers.
- Simple controls to easily manage and switch between calls.
- Protection against background noises interrupting conversations.
- A good video experience to collaborate and sync with team for daily stand-up meetings.

ENCOREPRO 520
Customer Service Headset
Comfortable all-day use headsets designed for the rigors of a call-intensive environment. Noise-block technology helps agents focus in a distraction-free setting.
- Built-in USB-A and USB-C connectors (USB models).
- Full backwards compatibility for legacy equipment (QD models).
- Remote firmware and cloud system updates (USB models).

VOYAGER 4300 UC SERIES
Bluetooth Headset
Home office headset built for all-day comfort and dual-mic acoustic fence technology. Ideal for hybrid agents that require a distraction-free home setting to handle tougher customer calls.
- Up to 50 meters/164 feet of Bluetooth® wireless range (with included BT700 USB adapter).
- UC versions connect with PC/Mac and mobile phones.
- Up to 24 hours of wireless talk time.

POLY STUDIO P5
Professional Webcam
Next-gen portable web cameras to help staff look their best from the home office or anywhere. Exceptional camera optics are fine-tuned so you always come across clearly with a powerful, professional-quality image.
- Exceptional camera optics.
- Automatic low-light compensation.
- Integrated privacy shutter.

DA85
Smart Digital Adaptor
Digital headset adapters designed to minimize friction between the home office and on-site. Enable hybrid agents to take soft-phone calls from any PC, no matter the USB port.
- Built-in USB-A and USB-C connectors.
- Full backwards compatibility for any Poly QD headset.
- Full native Microsoft Teams experience (DA85-M only).

CONTACT CENTER LEARN MORE

CONTACT A PRODUCT EXPERT
YOU ARE THE FACE AND VOICE OF YOUR BUSINESS; BE CONFIDENT AND CLEAR.

YOUR TYPICAL LOBBY/RECEPTION ENVIRONMENT:
• High profile that delivers first impression to prospective customers, partners, employees and more.
• Typically staffed at all times the business is in operation.
• Will receive package and notify employees when guest has arrived.

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS:
• Basic communication needs for guests (i.e., phone, Wi-Fi).
• Complex communications for receptionist/security to receive and transfer calls as needed.
• Receptionist may need to move throughout the day but be easily reached.

CCX 400
Touchscreen Desk Phone
The simple to use desk phone with an intuitive user touchscreen. Keep conversations on track in loud open spaces with acoustic echo cancellation and background noise suppression Up-level calls to crystal-clear conversations.
• Command the conversation with touchscreen simplicity.
• Hear every nuance with award-winning Poly audio technology.
• One USB port (Type A) to connect a headset.

SAVI 8200 OFFICE (FOR ATTENDANT)
Wireless Headset
Hybrid workers, get ready for true wireless freedom. The portable, comfortable Poly Savi 8200 UC Series headsets offers the ultimate in long-range DECT™ technology with USB plug-and-play convenience. These light, home- and office-ready headsets tune out nearby noise and keep every conversation secure, private, and clear with close conversation limiting noise cancellation
• Conference on up to two devices at once.
• Keep conversations private and hear clearly.
• Enjoy wireless freedom — with an ample range.
• Choose from 3 styles: mono, stereo, convertible.
BETTER MANAGEMENT. BETTER INSIGHTS. BETTER SUPPORT.

WE GOT YOUR BACK
Poly delivers software and service solutions that make collaboration better for your employees, no matter where they work. And if a project gets dropped in your lap that you aren’t sure you have the knowledge or the man hours to handle it, we can help.

FREE CONSULTATION
For a limited time, we are offering a complimentary consultation to help you ensure employees are set up for successful collaboration as they return to the office.

SOFTWARE & SERVICES

POLY LENS
Keep employee devices up, running, and ready for action
Poly Lens makes collaboration better for your employees no matter where they work or the compatible device they choose. What you get is better line of sight on device health and adoption rates. And oh yeah, less help-desk tickets. Did we mention simple? You can quickly get started remotely provisioning, monitoring and troubleshooting. And since Poly Lens is cloud-based, it'll scale with you, maintaining security without all that heavy overhead of traditional IT management.

• Quick and easy device onboarding.
• Single sign-on for easy account access.
• Intelligent news-feed like device highlights identifying the most important actions and insights.
• Multi-view, comprehensive inventory tables with filters.
• Individual or bulk management through device policy provisioning.
• Efficient cloud service requires no capital expense purchasing, powering and maintaining servers.

POLY+
Your superhero cape
Rest easy knowing Poly has your back, day or night. Poly solutions are rock solid, but if an incident occurs, you're covered. Advance hardware replacement with pre-paid next day shipping assures business continuity. And with upgraded access to premium software, elevating your collaborative experience for your entire enterprise couldn't be easier.

• Unlimited, global 24x7 technical support: phone, chat, web, live video.
• Advance hardware replacement.
• Ecosystem Cloud Partner Support.
• Exclusive professional services discounts.
• Upgraded access to premium software.
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